172 miles (277 km), where an additional 8.5
million square miles (22 million sq. km) of
the Earth are now experiencing a tropical
climate compared to the early 1980s.
The accompanying map shows the
regions of the Earth with significant increases in surface warming. According to
meteorologist Qiang Fu, the University of
Washington, his map using satellite data
Neal Lineback
demonstrates the increasing warming of
the subtropics.
and Mandy Lineback Gritzner
Scientists who conducted similar studies warn that millions of people currently
living on the interface between the subtropics and the dry tropics could experience the most drastic changes as the tropThe Earth’s tropical belt is expanding.
ics expand. Changes in wind directions
Scientists say the expansion could have
and rainfall patterns could make these arserious consequences for large areas of the
eas even more arid in the future, creating
world as the dry tropics expand into rehavoc for water availability and current
gions of present-day subtropical climates.
agricultural practices.
Computer models had predicted this
Vast areas around the Mediterranean
type of poleward movement of the tropregion, the southwestern United States,
Tropical Expansion
ics would occur by the end of this century.
northern Mexico, southern Australia,
But, the phenomenon is occurring faster
southern Africa and parts of South Amerithan expected and global warming apca would be particularly susceptible to the
pears to be the culprit.
expansion of the dry tropics into subThe tropics are defined as the
tropical areas. Recent regional and
geographic region of the Earth
lengthy droughts in Australia and
centered on the equator and exthe U.S. South may portend these
tending north and south to the
changes.
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This region is called the tropFor example, scientists note
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very high in the sky. The tropPoleward expansion of the
ics are generally considered
tropics is one more scihot, steamy and moist, but
entific piece of Earth’s
Sources: Associated Press, “The tropical belt is wider over 25 years,
in fact range from tropical
climate change puzzle.
scientists say,” Winston-Salem Journal, Dec. 3, 2007; Qiang Fu
rainforest along the equator
Further studies may
etal, “Enhanced Mid-Latitude Tropospheric Warming in Satellite
into tropical desert toward
determine whether it
Measurements,” Science, 26 May 2006; and http://www.independent.co.uk/
its margins.
is a short-term or longUnder this general defiterm
phenomenon,
nition, the tropics include
but meanwhile human
all of the areas on earth that experience the
activities will be required to adjust to a
concurrent changes in the weather patsun being directly overhead at least once
changing climate.
terns in the subtropics.
One recent study published in Nature
during the solar year. Freezing temperaAnd that is Geography in the News™.
Geoscience in December 2007 involved intures within the tropics are rare, except at
February 15, 2008. #924.
dependent teams and four different metehigher elevations.
Co-authors are Neal Lineback, Appalaorological measurements. This study disClimatologists, however, define the
chian State University Professor Emeritus
covered that the tropical atmospheric belt
tropical boundaries in a more scientific
of Geography, and Geographer Mandy
has grown by approximately 2.5 degrees of
manner, based on different sets of criteLineback Gritzner. University News Dilatitude in the last 25 years. That equals to
ria. These criteria are mostly related to the
rector Jane Nicholson serves as technical
a total north and south expansion of about
way the atmosphere and oceans circulate
editor.
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within the tropics.
In general, air flows along the ground
from the subtropics toward the equator
and this air flow is called the trade winds.
Near the equator, the air rises to the edge
of the troposphere and flows back toward
the subtropics, descending back to the surface between 20 degrees and 30 degrees
north and south of the equator.
This type of circular air movement is
called the Hadley circulation and it dominates the tropical atmosphere. The rivers of
wind in a Hadley cell move both vertically
and horizontally, carrying lots of moisture
toward the equator while drying out arid
regions on the boundaries of the tropics.
The Hadley circulation is expanding
to cover a larger geographic area than 20
years ago. This poleward adjustment is
also accompanied by a poleward adjustment of the subtropical jet streams, with

